
Site specific, art installation


Plat du Jour - a culinary action - part I                        
                                               

In 1903, prominent American author, humanist, and social reformer Charlotte Perkins Gilman 
argued that confinement in the home, arbitrarily imposed by social tradition, disrupted 
women’s intellectual development and mental health. The limited scope of household 
multitasking and routines, she contended, did not provide enough challenge to stimulate 
intellectual and personal growth. Gilman contrasts the veneration of the home as an ideal place 
of comfort, relaxation, and privacy with the reality of most women’s experience of housework 
as uncomfortable, endless, and constant. The social expectation that one half of the population 
should wait on the other half, maintained women in a state of servitude and isolation which 
Gilman argued would ultimately hinder the economic and ideological progress of all of 
humanity.


Gilman’s attack on domesticity was sparked by her own feelings of nonfulfillment, informed by 
her historical, economic, and social observations, and representative of the experiences of 
middle class women in that era. But Gilman’s work is more than a compelling gender study; 
she also offered radical propositions on how to reform the home and modify its function in 
order to rescue women, improve domestic ergonomics and economics, and preserve the 
mythology of the home as an ideal. Amongst her ideas she emphatically suggested that tasks 
related to food preparation and service should be outsourced to professionals and skilled 
cooks. Kitchens then could be removed from single homes or become communal hubs for 
sharing between many families. 


What would Gilman think about the way Home — that venerated institution — has evolved and 
the way women have repositioned themselves within it? Do her postmodern successors a 
century later feel liberated from the domestic roles of the past? Are the domestic mythologies 
of the last century still relevant, still powerful? And what part does food play in a woman’s 
perception of her social and personal reality today?  

Plat du Jour a culinary action — part I,  is an interdisciplinary art installation that takes place in 
a contemporary suburban American house — not a “kitchenless” house as Gilman would have 
wanted, but one which emphasizes the dominance of the kitchen in the modern family home. 
This residential space provides the contextual stage upon which themes of home, identity, 
consumption, gender and domesticity become part of an immersive experience with visual, 
performative and edible elements. The content is food-centered and female oriented, produced 
by a visual artist, a writer and a cook in an attempt to offer insight into how things may have 
evolved or are experienced by women at this specific moment and place in time. Vignettes of 
autobiographical storytelling, visual narratives of food preparation and rituals, domestic 
appearances and edible shapes merge to form this site-specific one-off event. 
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Martha Sakellariou revisits the themes on domesticity explored in Project#2293 with another 
site-specific installation to further investigate the realities and mythologies of home and 
identity, this time through rituals of food preparation and consumption. The result is 
multilayered storytelling that invites various interpretations and can be digested in literal or 
abstract ways. Food, in this occasion, is embedded in homemaking but is also the means to 
creating shared social experiences.

Martha Sakellariou’s work encompasses private and public spaces, functional objects and daily 
rituals and employs collaborative, interdisciplinary and social engagement practices to create 
site-specific, multimedia installations that often require participation or contributions from the 
audience. Born in Athens Greece, she lived in London UK for seventeen years before moving to 
California in 2014. She holds a BA in painting from Athens School of Fine Arts and a Master in 
Fine Arts from Royal College of Art London UK. [marthasakellariou.com] 

For Plat du Jour - part I, writer Jennifer Lee offers twenty-three glimpses into a woman’s 
emotional and social negotiations, invoking curiosity, frustration, nostalgia, affection, anger, 
and confusion over place and belonging. In these mundane and extraordinary daily moments, 
food occupies the intersection between public and private, need and desire, body and mind, 
the domestic and social spheres.

Jennifer Lee was born and raised in Maryland and lived in Seoul and Shanghai for eleven years 
before moving to California in 2014. All those years traversing cultures and languages taught 
her to be attentive to the individual and collective legacies given by our parents, our histories, 
and our memories. She received her BA and MA from Stanford University and her MFA in 
Creative Writing from City University in Hong Kong. Her fiction has appeared in national and 
international publications. 

Compositions in flour, a book designed by Lucinda Newton Dunn as a response to the visual 
and conceptual themes explored in Plat du Jour, captures momentary forms and imprints, 
leaving behind a type of memory of action. Lucinda was born in the UK. She holds a BA in Art 
& Design from Camberwell College of Arts and an MA from the Royal College of Art in Graphic 
Design. She lived for seven years in Tokyo before moving to California in 2007.


Many thanks to Christine Eggy Rose for generously offering her home to host Plat du Jour and 
Joanna Rashid for her consultation and help on food. 
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The homemaker, 2018. Video installation, 
dimensions variable, 15 minutes. Courtesy 
of the artist.© Martha Sakellariou

http://marthasakellariou.com


Works shown as part of the installation 

“The homemaker” video performance 15 mins, Martha Sakellariou 2018


“Readings in the kitchen” 21 mins, video Martha Sakellariou, readings by Jennifer Lee 2018


“Utility homeware 2018” dinner napkins and aprons, Martha Sakellariou 2018 [limited edition]


“Self portrait with eggs and flour” mixed media, egg tempera, pigment and phototransfer on fabric, 
Martha Sakellariou 2018


“Twenty three stories for Plat Du Jour” 8 x 11” limited edition artist’s edible book made with 100% 
edible materials. Book concept Martha Sakellariou, stories by Jennifer Lee, graphic design Lucinda 
Newton Dunn [limited edition]


Ode to domesticity, audio recordings from the kitchen, Martha Sakellariou 2018 

Compositions in flour, artist’s book 15x21” folded, Lucinda Newton Dunn 2018 [limited edition]
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